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PREFACE

This memorandum is part of a continuing effort by The Rand Corpora-

tion to develop resource analysis methodology for use in Rand and Air

Force system studies. It is an exploratory study of a procedure that

would reduce the large proportica of costs analysts' efforts devoted

to securing, verifying, and analyzing data. The proportion is espe-

cially large for analysts responsible for developing cost-estimating

relationships for major military equipment and aerospace products where

the original data sources consist of contractor accounting system records

of past and current procurement programs.

Formal periodic reporting systems, currently required on all major

aerospace contracts, have improved this situation but, to date, they

have not capitalized on the capabilities of present-day electronic data

processing technology for storage, retrieval, and reduction of data

Exploitation of these capabilities should provide the Air Force, along

with other contractees of the aerospace industry, with more useful and

reliable data at a lower cost. Its benefits should accrue to data users

at all levels from daily program management to long-range planning.

This memorandum is addressed to the broad audience of all users of cost

data.
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SUMMARY

Mmiy offices and individuals within the Federal Government are

charged with analysis and control of costs, and the availability of

well organized, current and historical data is essential to the dis-

charge of this responsibility. The need for cost data has been par-

ticularly acute in the area of military equipr mt procurement, where

it has led to the establishment of formal contractor reporting systems

during the acquisition phase of procurement programs.

The output of cost reporting systems generally consists of paper

(hard copy) reports. Reporting costs in this form, however, consti-

tutes an inherent weakness of these systems. Because cost information

is used for a variety of purposes ranging from daily management and

control of on-going programs to planning and analyses of distant future

systems, requirements for data will vary widely in amount of detail

and manner of organization. Hard-copy reporting introduces inflexi-

bility with the result that such systems cannot satisfy all users.

The reports that are generated must be directed toward one or, at best,

a limited number of uses or attempt to effect a compromise among con-

flicting requirements. In some cases valuable detail will be lost,

while in other cases tedious aggregation and restructuring will be

required to extract required information.

A second weakness in hard-copy systems is that reports are gen-

erated from contractor records by contractor personnel who are respon-

sible for both interpreting reporting requirements and reducing data

to conform with prescribed formats. No matter how carefully reporting

requirements are formulated by the contracting agency and followed by

the contractor there will still be ambiguity and misinterpretation.

An alternative to current practices is to incorporate the capa-

bilities of electronic data processing in reporting-system design and

to use magnetic tape as the primary medium for reporting and storing

data. Instead of submitting printed reports, a contractor would, at

the initiation of a procurement program, provide documentation of his

accounting system aid the program work assignment structure and, pe-

riodically during the acquisition phase, provide magnetic tape copies
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of his internal accounting records. Data storage capabilities of mag-

netic tape are more than sufficient for the reporting and indefinite

retention of highly detailed cost records. The f!le management capa-

bilities of current generation computers permit the inexpensive de-

velopment of gereralized data-reduction and report-writing programs

that can meet the requirements of diverse data users.

Organizational arrangements for processing contractor-provided

magnetic-tape'data may take various forms. However, the pr. Zipal re-

sponsibility of the group vested w.,.h this function is to serve data

users, and this implies more than merely printing and distributing a

predetermined set of reports. It encompasses the development of broad

data processing and interpretation capabilities responsive to the di-

verse requirements of all potential users. Consideration of the demand

for cost data and the extensive range of associated services argues for

the establishment of a separate office that would provide a wide range

of data reduction and interpretation assistance on both current and

past procurement programs.

To test the feasibility of cost reporting via magnetic tape, con-

tractor-generated tapes and supplemeL.ary information were obtained on

several major hardware development programs. From this sample, a

single program was selected as a test case to provide insights into

the nature of problems to be expected in developing and operating an

automated reporting system. A1I major tasks associated with the system

were performed, including in-depth reviews of the contractor's opcounting

system and the procurep-ent program's work breakdown structure. Finally,

a series of specialized paper reports, at varying levels of program

detail, were printed utilizing a generalized report-generating program

written for this project. Throughout this exercise no problem were

encountered that could be attributed to either the basic concepts of

the system or the principal elements of its implementation.

Cost reporting systems based on this concept avoid the problems

inherent in current systems and appear to offer more useful and re-

liable data at a lower cost. The principal features of the system are

the use of magnetic tape as a report medium, the preservation of data

in its original detail, and the establishment of a separate service

group with the responsibility of providing assistance to data users.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Analysis, projection, and control of costs are responsibilities

of many offices and individuals within various agencies of the Feoeral

Government. The availability of well organized, current, and historical

cost data is essential to the discharge of these responsibilities,

particularly those related to the development and procurement of major

military equipment and aerospace products. These data requirements

have led to the establishment of formal cortractor reporting systems

during the acquisition phase of equipment procurement programs.

Requirements for cost data, either in the forn of special studies

or reporting systems, are not new: The Aeronautical Manufacturers'

Planning Report (AMPR) series was started over 20 years ago. However,

the past 10 to 15 years have seen a large growth of requirements for

data and an accompanying establishment of comprehensive reporting sys-

tem for all major aerospace programs. An example of an early reporting

system is the ballistic missile cost reports of the late 1950s. Later

examples include PERT Cost Reports, the U.S. Air Force (USAF) Cost In-

formation System (CIS), the National Aeronautics and Space Adminintra-

tion (NASA) 533 Form Reports, the Department of Defense (DOD) Cost In-

formation Reports (CIRs), and the recently established Selected Acqui-

sition Report (SAR) system.

The output of periodic reporting systems consists of paper reports

(hard copy). Typically, a contractor's accounting system includes a

highly detailed cost ledger system. The mass of data involved neces-

sitates aggregation and classification when moving from cost ledgers

to paper reports. In the process, substantial detail may be irretriev-

ably lost for sorn users, while for others, additional and tedious

aggregation may be required. In addition, the level of aggregation,

data stratification, report format, and other details mst be determined

early in the program; it is difficult to institute later changes to

meet unanticipated problem without losing the intertemporal compara-

bility that is essential to a periodic reporting system. These are

inherent shortcomings of paper report system.
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This memorandum proposes an alternative to the current practice

of submitting cost reports in hard copy. All major contractors make

extensive use of electronic data processing (EP?) in their accounting

systems, and magnetic tape is a convenient vehicle for storing and

transporting large volumes of information. Therefore, a more promising

method of reporting is for contractors to submit cost data in the form

of magnetic tape files containing copies of their basic accounting

records and estimates of future expenditures. In Sec. II, both the

current system and the proposed alternative are discussed and compared.

Section III reports the results of an experimental program, employing

magnetic tapes from a silugle procurement program, to develop and test

procedures that would be embodied in cost reporting systems based on

contractors' magnetic tape records. The topics discussed include the

particular contractor's accounting system, required file processing

procedures, and a report generating program. Conclusions are given

in Sec. IV.
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K IH. AN ALTERNATIVE REPORTING SYSTEM

PAPER (HARD COPY) REPORTING AND ITS LIMITATIONS

The basic procedures and groups iavolvA~ in current reporting

systems are represented in Fig. 1, although tht~ details of the process

may vary from one contract or program to the next. Reporting require-

ments and work statements are the result of established regulations and/

or directives and contract negotiations. In many cases they are explic-

itly included as contract line ites. The responsibility for meeting

these requirements lies with the contractor group responsible for over-

all control of the program. The contractor's basic source of incurred

cost data is his accounting system, and his responsibilities include

reduction of the data, incorporation of estimated costs at program com--

pletion, analyses of variations from program nor, and preparatiou and

distribution of printed reports. The imdiate recipient of these

Accovwtng Cost Ledges
System ----- * net~wic Top.)

Canmctwr -

Neptiotian Ca~~thr Periodic Papw ertpartik
G~~o ~ ~ P VV" um -(including Estinea~t

- Offic* at Co"p9eti81 ) - - -

Nesuaoion Crpnivatian PMV~3M Derivative Pape
Office ' ~ Report%

C lman.tos n ehcin ar
APPliohJe Directives.
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reports is normally an office within the contracting organization re-

sponsible for management of ,he overall program, e.g., in the Air Force,

the System Program Office. This office is responsible for subsequent

distribution of the reports and, where required, for the development

and distribution of derivative reports such as the SARa. The time-

lapse between the receipt of printed reports and their delivery to

their highest level recipient can be as great as 90 days.

The inherent shorLuomings of paper reports can be demonstrated

by considering five different uses (or users) of cost data:

1. Day-by-day management and review of on-going programs, as ex-

emplified by syst2m project offices, employing detailed data

organized by ,rogra,% work statements, end items, and other

contract proviaions.

2. High level review and control of current programs (headquarters

elements, DOD offices, Congress), requiring more aggregation

than day-by-day management, but similar in organization.

3. Budgeting and funds control of current programs, organized by

appropriation class.

4. Evaluation of proposals for projected programs and follow-on

of current programs, requiring data organized by functional

task groupings and identifying costs with capabilities and

components.

5. Planning and analyses of systems proposed for distant time

periods, in which data are required "rimarily for developing

generalized estimating relationships.

In each case, data requirements obviously differ as to amount of detail,

manner of classification, and length of time between the formation and

tho requirement for data.

Generally, contractors maintain cost ledger L stems in sufficient

detail to permit alternative arrangements of data. However, embodying

this deail in printed reports would require hundreds of pages, and re-

port recipients lack the resources either to analyze such detail or to

aggregate and organize it into a useful product.

Conceptually, it would seem that the problem of diverse require-

ments could be overcome by producing a series of reports, based on the
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contractor's accounting records in varying levels of detail and tailored

to the needs of various recipients. This approach, however, points out

an additional shortcoming of contractor-generated paper reports: No

matter how carefully reporting instructions are formulated by the con-

tracting office or how diligently they are followed by contractor per-

sonnel. there is ample room for ambiguity and misinterpretation. Since

the data user is generally removed from the source of the required data--

either in terms of geography, organization, or time--such ambiguities

and misinterpretations are difficult if not impossible to clarify.

In any system based on contractor-generated paper reports substan-

tial valuable information will be irretrievably lost to some users while

others will require tedious aggregation or restructuring. Further, the

composition of reports (such as their level of detail and classification

structure) must be determined early in a program, since once paper re-

ports have been generated, their formats become relatively frozen. It

is impossible to impose a major restructuring without losing the inter-

tenporal comparability that is required of a periodic reporting system.

A MAGNETIC TAPE REPORTING SYSTE1Y

An alternative to current reporting practices is to utilize mag-

netic tape as the principal medium for reporting and storing data.

Such a system is outlined in Fig. 2. It embodies two basic changes in

the current reporting system: (1) in the form of contractor submittals

and (2) in the place where paper reports are developed.

Instead of submitting printed reports periodically, each contractor

would provide tape copies of internal cost records (in the level of de-

tail at which they are generated within his accounting system) and sup-

plementary data (such as estimated costs at program completion, also on

magnetic tape). At program initiation, each contractor would submit

documentation of bis accounting system, the program work assignment

structure, and the relationship between the two. This documentation

would be supplemented by updated information at appropriate intervals.

Since all major contractors make extensive use uf EDP for accounting

functions and employ magnetic tape for data storage, the machinery to

implement such a system already exists within the contractors' establish-

menLs.
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Accounting Cost Ledgers
System -(Magnetic Tope)

Contractor

Negotiation Contractor SupplementaryGoup Potrac t Information
Grou Prog m Including Estimates\

Office ( at Completion /

\ // Accounting

Documentation

Contractual
Provisions

Including Work)

Negotiation Data Maintenance I Data Reduction Program Cost
Group and Proceu ng I Programs History

Cont gResponsibility (Magnetic Tape)

I OrganizationS i
Applicable Directives, Program a ap e

Regulations, and Restrictions Office p o r

Other Data Recipients

Fig. 2--Magnetic tape reporting system

It is the general practice of contractors to update cost ledgers

at regular intervals by recording ccsts incurred since the last update

as well as totaling program costs-to-date, i.e., from program incep-

tion. As a result, the data contained on contractor tapes are static

representations of program cross sections at particular points in time.

However, series of tape files, when merged, constitute a profile as-

sociating costs with the time period in which they were incurred and

may be combined to form a single program cost history. Documentation

of a contractor's accountig system provides the basis for the develop-

ment of data reduction programs that, together with cost history files,

will allow the generation of specialized paper reports to satisfy the

requirements of a considerable variety of data users.

Procedures for processing data and printing reports may take many

forms; any detailed discussion or evaluation of various arrangements
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is beyond the scope of this memorandum. It is relevant, however, to

consider the principal responsibilities associated with providing cost

repocs. Primarily, t is a service requiting a broad base of data

reduction and interpretation capabilities responsive to the diverse

requirements of data users. This implies an expertise in other aspects

of acquisition programs and contractor accounting systems and service

as a readily available "point of contact" and source of assistance for

data users. Since data from a program may be used long after acquisi-

tion is completed, the files would serve as a permanent repository of

historical program information maintaining accurate and complete docu-

mentation on past programs.

These responsibilities help determine the general institutional

arrangement of a group charged with these functions. Since its prin-

cipal function is service to al' data users, such a group should be

established as a separate entity without other operating responsibil-

ities (such as current program control). Since some uses require com-

parably structured cross sections of data drawn from several programs

(samples), responsibility for data on all programs should be vested

in a single group or office. Since data have continuing applicability

over time, continuity of the functions within one group and continuity

of personnel are desirable. These characteristics suggest an office

established at a high level within an organization, e.g., in the case

of military departments as a headquarters staff function or possibly

a DOD component; in the case of NASA as a staff function of the director's

office.

Contractors' acceptance of reporting their costs in this fashion

appears to vary widely. Discussions were held with personnel from

several different companies, and reactions ranged from immediate ac-

ceptance of the concept to a half camouflaged hostility to the idea

of revealing such detailed information to a contractee. They all felt

that current reporting systems were of marginal value, and the required

reports were rather expensive to produce. Several expressed doubts

concerning the validity of the data reported since allocations of in-

curred costs were often required to fit established reporting categories.

Some felt that a tape reporting system could not be implemented owing
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to the comple2i±ty of large accounting systems. In this respect the

point was missed that contractees were to establish offices that would

devote their full efforts in this single direction. If contractors

can develop such complex systems, contractees can understand them.

COMPARISON OF PAPER AND MAGNETIC TAPE REPORTING SYSTEMS

It is relevant to compare a reporting system based on cost data

submitted on magnetic tape with current hard-copy reporting systems,

particularly with respect to the current system problem areas discussed

previously. A major point is the ability of each system to satisfy

the requirements of diverse users, and this depends on the capability

of each system to store and alternatively structure and aggregate

large quantities of detailed data. The storage capacity of a single

reel of tape equals that of hundreds of pages of paper reports. Be-

cause data can be stored so densely, complete program histories, say

at quarterly reporting intervals, may be contained on a few reels of

magnetic tape in essentially the same detail that -as generated by the

contractor's accounting system. This amount of detail is normally

much greater than would be deqired by any single user; however, it

would permit the selection of cost data and their organization in alter-

native ways.

Data in this form assure both intertemporal comparability of

records within one project and interproject comparability. In the

event of extensive changes in program tasks or work statements, data

from prior periods could be restructured to be consistent with current

program characteristics without loss of relevant detail. The same is

true of interproject comparisons: Data records from different programs

could be structured in a parallel manner without loss of detail.

Extensive restructuring of program tasks can result in comppra-

bility problems--for example, changes in work breakdown structures that

redefine the elements of subsystems may result in loss of detail to

achieve intertemporal comparability. Similarly, different contractors

may employ quite different ledger account structures, and interproject

comparability can be achieved only at a level of detail where a co mon

denominator exists. However, if accounting records in their original
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detail are available, there is a high probability that comparability

can be attained at the level of aggregation desired by data users.

A thorough understanding of the characteristics of contractors'

accounting systems and acquisition programs is essential to intelligent

use of data whether they are obtained through magnetic tape or paper re-

ports. As suggested here, a contractee group is spec..fically responsi-

ble for this knowledge and may provide direct assistance to data users

in interpretation and reduction of data thus assuring their compatability

with users' requirements. Under these conditions, no serious problems

should be encountered in developing series of specialized reports and

studies.

Regardless of the form in which cost data are collected or re-

ports generated, their usefulness is limited by contractors' accounting

practices. Contractors may differ widely in this respect. Many ex-

perienced in aerospace procurement maintain highly detailed records in

categories consistent with the data requirements of program management,

proposal evaluation, and long-range planning. Others, however, have

quite broad accounting categories that are heavily oriented toward in-

ternal management and not amenable to classification along work break-

down structure lines. In this case, current reporting requirements

may compel a contractor to make arbitrary allocations of recorded costs

to satisfy reporting categories. In other cases, a contractor may

reach the opposite extreme of keeping records in such detail that the

system essentially breaks down. The identity of expenditures for in-

dividual tasks may be lost either through inconsistent charging or

repetitive redefinitions of accounts. Under current reporting systems,

such practices are fairly well obscured from data users, yet awareness

of where it occurs is important in understanding and reducing data.

Tape reportiug system can do nothing to correct problem arising within

an accounting system itself, but an understanding of the accounting

system and the subsidiary documentation supplied by contractors would

serve to draw attention to these problems and provide a measure of

their importance to data users. The standardization of accomting

procedures prescribed by the Cost/Schedule Planning Central System

(C/SPCS) and the Selected Acquisition Information and Management
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Systems (SAIMS) should help ameliorate this problem. Also, the ac-

counting system documentation provided as part of a magnetic tape re-

porting system will provide verification of actual accounting practices.

A cost reporting system based on contractors' basic accounting

iecords, as outlined above, appears to be free of the serious problems

!nherent in current paper report systems. Its principal features are

the use of magnetic tape as a reporting medium, which allows the cost

information to be reported in detail, and the establishment of an ex-

plicit service function for providing cost data to its various users.

The remainder of this memorandum describes an experimental program

to identify tasks required for implementing a reporting system based

on magnetic tape records.



III. THE EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

The objective of the experimental program was to develop and test

procedures for a cost-data reporting system based on contractor-supplied

magnetic tape records and to investigate ith capabilities in generating

output displays to meet the requirements of a wide range of data users.

Contractor-generated tapes from several major hardware development and

procurement programs were collected. From this sample, the magnetic

tapes from a single program were selected to provide Insights into

(1) the characteristics of contractor records in their original highly

detailed form, and (2) the processing steps required to present the

data in a form that meets user requirements.

An important use of the experimental program was to provide in-

sights into the general problems that could be expected and where they

might arise in developing and operating an automated cost reporting

system. This affected both the choice of the hardware procurement

program and the manner in which the data were processed. The program

chosen was sufficiently near completion to insure that all major tasks

had been initiated and defined in the accounting system. The con-

tractor's accountiUg system and its EDP implementation were conceptually

straightforward, and the program task structure was well ordered and

had been relatively stable from program inception. Thus, it was felt

that problem that might arise could be attributed to fundamental prob-

lem in automating cost reporting systems and not to particular or

complicating characteristics of the test case. No attempt was made to

optimize the procedures required for producing reports in terms of data

processing, report generation, or elapsed time. The process was di-

vided into a number of small distinct steps, and the results of each

step were analyzed to provide insight into how data characteristics

change and where problems of data definition and completeness might

arise.

Three requirements of a viable reporting system based on magnetir.

tape are: (1) the association of all costs with each dimension of a

predetermined classification structure, (2) the use of a small number

of reels of tape to store complete program cost Listories, and (3) the
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ability to produce a variety of reports with moderate programing as-

sistance and computer hardware. Each requirement was considered in

the design and execution of the experimental case.

The four-way cost classification structure used has been found

useful in developing cost-e.timating relationships in support of pro-

gram planning and proposal evaluation for aircraft, manned and unman-

ned spacecraft, and rocket launch vehicles. This structure was used

in the experimental program, and each recorded expenditure was as-

jociated with one element of each of the four dimensions as follows:

Examples

o Subsystem Structure, propulsion
o Functional task Design, production,

launch operations
o Production lot

or unit
o Type of resource Engineering labor hours,

raw material cost

The results of the experimental case indicate that data for up to 20

reporting periods may be stored on one reel of tape while retaining

the integrity of each basic work assignment identified in the con-

tractor's accounting system. All computer processing was accomplished

through either commonly available utility routines or computer pro-

grams written in widely held compiler languages and required only a

moderate amount of direct access memory.

DESCRIPTION OF THE CONTRACTOR'S ACCOUN4TING SYSTEM

Major hardware procurement contracts are typically let to large

multidivision/plant firm that maintain extensive accounting system

containing several distinct series of records on magnetic tape, i.e.,

daLa files. Normally, one or two of these files are the basic source

of the remaining files and all internal and external company r-ports.

Individual entries (accounts) in these files are tagged with a series

of identifying labels, some related only to company-wide management

and planring and others related to the task structure and resource

requirements of individual acquisition program.

In the experimental program the contractor maintained two basic

source files with identifying labels, the Job-Order File and Cross-
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Reference File. The Job-Order File is the basic vehicle for recording

incurred costs. For each combination of the relevant identifiers it

contains one record shoving hour and dollar expenditures during the

current accounting period and totals from program inception. The

Cross-Reference File is essentially a dictionary that provides a means

for developing subsidiary data files from the Job-Order File; its rec-

ords contain no expenditures data. The Work Breakdown Structure (WBS)

File is an example of such a subsidiary file and is constructed wholly

from the data contained in the two basic files. The syactem of identifi-

cation labels is shown in Table 1. Labels noted are oriented toward

functional task and type of resource and, within a single procurement

program or contract, are the only ones relevant to an external reporting

system.

Table 1

SYSTEM OF IDENTIFICATION LABELS

C'ross-
Job-Order Reference BS

Identification LabeI. Fi e Fize FiU

a
Job-Order a  X X

Contract-Ite x X X
Work-Element X
Cost-Element 5  x X
Contract Number x z
Contract Class z I
Plant x x I
Ledger X x
Controlling Division I
Account 4
Budget x

ariented toward functional task and type of resource.

Job-Order is the basic (or lowest level) unit at which work is

authorized and identified throuoh the accounting system, e.g., sus-

taining engineering associated vith one subsystem for one production

lot. WSS and Contract-Item elements are aggregations of job orders

and provide the basis for higher level program summaries. UBS is

similar to the work breakdown structures specified for current military

I
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acquisition programs. Contract-Item is oriented toward major contract

provisions or line items such as the distinction between initial and

follow-on production lots. Work-Element and Cost-Element are classifi-

cations of the type of resources expended. Work-Element identifies

the departmental organization (engineering, tooling) and class of

employee (direct, indirect) for labor; for nonlabor resources it iden-

tifies the purpose of expenditure (raw materials, major subcontract,

computer s rvices). Cos-Element is an amalgamation of departmental

organization and the basic ftmction of a particular job-order, ie.,

it also reflects the purposes of expenditures. For example, manu-

facturing department personnel effort on job-orders to fabricate tools

would be charged to a manufacturing work-element and to a tooling cost-

element. The following lists display the contractor's Cost Element

structure:

Direct Labor Other Charges

Engineering Procurement
Manufacturing Raw materials
Tooling Tooling materials
Engineering laboratory Reprographic materials
Experimental operations Other materials
System development Inventories
Reliability Special equipment
Operations reliability Outside production
Logistics support Outside engineering

Burden Outside test
Major subcontract

Engineering Direct charges
Manufacturing Overtime premium
Tooling
Engineering laboratory
Experimental operations
System development
Rellability
Operations reliability
wgistics support

INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM THE CONTRACTOR

Two primary sources of information were provided lVy the contractor.

The first was the Job-Order File. As explained above, this is the

basic source of all dollar and hour expenditure data. The second was

a printed document (Job Order Definition Document) listing each job-
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order for which expenditures are authorized, giving a title and shcrt

description of each together with the WBS element to which it is as-

signed. The document is periodically updated as job-orders are auth-.--

rized and closed. Its current edition allows for definition of approxi-

mately 20,000 job-orders. The information it contains permits associa-

tion of each job-order with three dimensions of the classification

structure as was shown on p. 12-subsystem, f"ctional task, and pro-
4,4tion lot or unit.

Other data provided by the contractor consisted of the Cross-

Reference File and schedules of initiation and acceptance dates for

each production item. The Cross-Reference rile was used primarily

for verification of the processing steps employed. The schedule data

were used as background information ana vvuld be required to construct

progress curves for production articles. Other background information

about the program and the accounting system was obtained through dis-

cussions with contractor personnel.

FILE PROCESS ING

The major steps in filt processing and their sequence are sh, vn

in Fig. 3 and described below. The principle function of these steps

was to aupent and structure the Job-Order File in a manner to insure

its consistency with the attributes of a viable automated reporting

system.

The first step in processing was to develop a program task struc-

ture that conform to the predetermined dat3 &rassificatiun structure.

Conceptually, a task structure is based whoil&Y ot. the requirements of

ultimate data users; in fact, it is also quite dependent on the con-

tractor's accounting system and the characteristics of the procurement

program. Contractor records my not always contain the detail neces-

sary to identify some element& of a structure based only on considers-

tions of data use while, at the sme time, allowing identification of

other interesting elements to a level of detail that could not be

The fourth dimension, type of resource, was provided by the cost-
element identifier associated with individual records of the Job-Order
File.
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TASK JOB ORDER CROSS- Joe-
STRUCTURE MANUAL ERENCE ORDER

(35,000)(300,000)

CONSOLIDATE
TASK RECORDS ON JOS-
FILE ORDER AND COST-

(20,000)ELEMENT LABELS

VER~f TASKFILECON-
COMPLETE ? ISOLIDATED

(CORRCT ?JOB-ORDER

APPEND TASK FILE
AND WBS LABELS (85,00')

TO JOB-ORDER I
I FILE I

METD

FIL (85,000)

Note: The n'umber of individuol records i; each magnetic tape
file is shown in porentheses by each tape symbol.

Fig. 3--Mgcor eteps in file processing

anticipated beforehand. The task structure that was developed for the

experimental program evolved as a result of considerations of data use

and a detailed study of the program's job-order system. Each element

is described by a five-digit number, Its major headings and first digit

of the five-digit number are as follows:

o 1, Flight Hardware Design and Development.

o 2, Flight Hardware Test Articles, Models, and Mockups.

o 3, Remote Site Development Test and Support.

o 4, Flight Hardware Manufacturing, Tooling, and Test Equipment.

o 5, Ground Equipment Design and Development.

o 6, Ground Equipment Maiufacturing and Toolir

o 7, Launch Operations Support.

o 0, Other Program Costs.

Table 3 displays the composition of the design and development heading.

The composition of the last four digits depends on the value of the

first digit.
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Table 2

STRUCTURE OF FLIGHT HARDWARE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT TASKS

Deecrption of VaZues VaZue

First digit
Flight Hardware Design and Development 1

Second and third digits, Model and Subsystem
Model A

Integrated systema  10
Structural subsystem 11
Propulsion subsystem 12
Electrical subsystem 13
Instrumentation subsystem 14
Flight control subsystem 15
Auxiliary propulsion subsystem 16
Other/subsystem common 19

Model B
Integrated systema  20
Structural subsystem 21
Propulsion subsystem 22
Electrical subsystem 23
Instrumentation subsystem 24
Flight control subsystem 25
Auxiliary propulsion subsystem 26
Other/subsystem common 29

Fourth and fifth digits, Type of Task
Design/development engineering and studies 01
Manufacturing support 02
Development testc 03
Qualification testc 04
Development testd 06
Manufacturing/tooling design and research 07
Other/nonseparablec 09
Preliminary design 20
First article configuration inspection 31
Other/miscellaneous 90

NOTE: Five digit number (xxxxx): first digit = 1
indicates Flight Hardware Design and Development; second
and third digits indicate Model and Subsystem; fourth and
fifth digits indicate Type of Task.

alncludes AGE interface.

bIncludes tooling and quality control.

C n-plant.
d Remote site.
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The next processing step war to associate each job-order described

in the Job-Order Manual with a single element of the task structure.

The output of this step was a magnetic tape file--the Task File. Each

of the 20,000 job-orders defined in the manual forms a separate record

in this file and contains the job-order number, the element in the

task and WBS structures to which it belongs, and the page in the job-

order manual containing its description. Developing the task struc-

ture, including the assignment of tasks to job-orders and preparation

of the file, was the most time consuming operation, accounting for

roughly 60 percent of the total file processing effort.

The third step was to verify the task file. The first task in

this was to consolidate the cross-reference and job-order files. Since

other identifiers are associated with each record, a given job-order

may appear more than once within the cross-reference file. As a re-

sult, it was consoliuated to eliminate all multiple appearances of a

given job-order. Similarly, multiple appearances of the same job-

order/cost-element combination occur in the job-order file. Consoli-

dation of this file resulted in the one-time appearance of each job-

order/cost-element combination with the dollar and hour expenditures

associated with it equal to the sum of all records with that job-order/

cost-element value in the original file.

Once consolidated, these files were used to validate the task

file. The consolidated cross-reference file served to verify the ac-

curacy of the task file: For each entry in the task file, there should

be a record in the cross-reference file with a corresponding job-order/
,

WBS combination. For each record verified, the associated contract-

item value was appended in the task file.

The consolidated job-order file served to verify the completeness

of the task file: For each job-order record, there should be a single

record in the task file with equal job-order/contract-item values.

*

The cross-reference file could not verify completeness of the
task file since a significant portion consisted of unused job-order
values reserved by the contractor prior to the beginning of the pro-
curement program. In most cases, the job-orders falling in this cat-
egory were tagged with a special WBS value.
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For each verified record, the associated task and WBS values were

appended in the consolidated job-or'der file. The end product of this

step was the augmented job-order file discussed below. The location

and cause of all errors and o'vissions in the task file were identified

during these processing steps. The task file was then corrected and

both steps repeated until all records had been verified.

With the exception of consolidating the job-order file, the major

portions of the process described above would be performed only once

during the life cycle of an acquisition program. Once the task file

has been defined and verified, it may be kept current through updating

to account for new job-order authorizations, modification of work state-

ments, and other program changes. This holds whether automated re-

porting is initiated at program inception or later.

If automated reporting had been instituted at the inceptiun of

this procurement program, the initial steps require' to develop the

augmented job-order file would have been different and more straight-

forward because much of the information required would be a by-product

of program definition. This is typical of major acquisition programs.

Initial program composition and subsequent changes are not adequately

reflected in later prograu docukentation, and much useful backgrouna

information is never formally documented. Awareness of this is im-

portant both in understanding and in processing program cost data and

is difficult to trace at a later point.

AUGIENTED JOB-ORDER FILE CHARACTERISTICS

This file, or its counterpart in other contractors' systems, is

-he key to a viable, automated cost reporting system. It is the single

source of data for all uses. As such, i. rovide sufficient de-

tail and allow for a variety of data organizations; it must be an ef-

ficient storage device and be amenable to change (reformatting and up-

dating). At the same time, it must be easy to use in producing printed

reports. In the experimental program, the file appears to meet the

above criteria.

The format of individual records is displayed in Table 3. The

original detail embodied in the contractor's accounting system is
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Table 3

AUGMENTED JOB-ORDER FILE FORMAT

Length of Field Length of
Now of Pield (Characters) Logical Record

Task structure label 5
Job-order label 8
Reference 8
Cost-slement label 2
WBS label 16
Contract-item label 7
Reporting period 1

Total to date, hr 11
Total to date, $ 11 68

Reporting period 2
Total to date, hr 11
Total to date, $ 11 90

Reporting period 3
Total to date, hr 11
Total to date, $ 11 112

Reporting period n

preserved insofar as job-order and cost-element identification is

concerned. The field titled "Reference" provides the page reference

in the contractor's accounting manual where the job-order is described.

All dollar and hour expenditures associated with one job-order are

contained in a single record regardless of the number of reporting

periods involved. As a result, the length of a single logical record

varies with the number of periods, thus a complete program history

containing the temporal profile of expenditures resides in one file.

Since both WBS and contract-item are aggregations of job-orders,

they have the same characteristics as the task structure developed for

the experimental program. In effect, this provides for alternative

data stratifications of the file itself as follows:

First Identifier Second Identifier

Job-order Cost-element
WBS Cost-element
Contract-item Cost-element

In this case, alternative stratification is an accident resulting from

the contractor's accounting system. However, it can also be the result
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of intentional design. The use of several different task structures

may prove to be -'n efficient tool for reconciling conflicting data

requirements of different users.

Consolidation of the original job-order file resulted in a re-

duction in the number of logical records by a factor of almost four

with a similar reduction in the volume of magnetic tape required--from

75 percent to 20 percent of one reel for two reporting periods. At

this rate, 4 years of quarterly reports could be stored on one reel of

tape when recorded in a density of 1600 bits per inch (the highest

density currently available).

The development of dynamic cost histories requires the task file

and the job-order file to be updated at each reporting interval. Fig-

ure 4 displays the general updating procedure for each file. In es-

sence, it parallels the procedures used in developing the files orig-

inally but is noticeably simpler. It is also possible to revise the

total task structure or formulate additional task structures by use of

this procedure.

TAS STRUCTURE AUG-oNEW
TAS STUCTSE TASK MENTEDNE

CHANGES AND FILE JOI-ORDER JOI-ORDER

CONSOLIDATE
UATECODS ON JO-

ELEMENT LAISELS

UPDOATENE
NEW ~ AUGMENTED Cf l

POLE A LENDCS

F.ILE

N I f ,
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REPORT GENERATING PROGRAM

T~he job-order file may be used to generate a variety of printed

reports. The reports shown in Figs. 5 and 6 were generated by using

a computer program written specifically for this purpose. Figure 5

is a highly aggregated program summary while Fig. 6 is a quite detailed

record of expenditures associated with the in-plant design and develop-

ment effort associated with a single subsystem (structure). Additional

program output displays are shown in the appendix. Several desired

characteristics were considered in designing the computer program, the

foremost being that it should have the capability of producing reports

in widely varying levels of detail. The program defines a matrix of

up to 50 rows and up to 54 columns: The actual number of rows and

columns utilized in any run and which of each are devoted to sumations

of other rows and columns are specified through input data cards. In-

put data consist of the augmented job-order file and punched cards

that associate given values of task and cost-element with particular

cells of the matrix. The column and row to which a datum is assigned

depends on the values of task and cost-element, respectively, with

which it is associated. Detail embodied in the reports can be as ag-

gregated as total prcgram costs and as fine as that identified in the

task structure.

A second desired characteristic was that the program should be

hardware-independent and usable by a variety of medium and large size

general purpose computers. This affects the choice of programing

language and core storage requirements. The current program is written

in COBOL, a compiler available to most current computers. Required

core storage amounts to 80,000 bytes on the IBM 360 series computers.

With minor program changes, assignment of data to columns may be based

on either WBS or contract-item labels.

USE OF MULTIPLE COST FILES

Major procurement program are characterized by extensive subcon-

tracting, and current reporting system call for estimates of cost at

program completion. The result is that a prime contractor's file of
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incurred costs will not suffice for developing a cost history or fir

meeting program reporting and control requirements.

Subcontractor costs are typically not reported to the prime con-

tractor in the same manner or detail as maintained either in the sub-

contractor's or prime contractor's in-plant systems. Incorporation of

subcontract costs may be accompl.shed in two manners. The first is tc

retain separate magnetic tape files of the incurr(;d costs of each sig-

nificant subcontract; the second is to merge the cost records of sig-

nificant subcontractors into the prim contractor file. In either

case, magnetic tapes must also be obtained from subcontractors, and

reported costs must be organized around the same task structure em-

ployed for the prim contractor's records.

Current reporting system generally require the display of esti-

aited costs at program completion for major tasks that are spelled out

either in the reporting system instructions nr as a product of program

definition. Since estimates at completion cannot be made in the detail

desirable for displaying incurred costs (the task structure), separate

tape files must be maintained for each. Further, more than one re-

porting system my be imposed on a single procurement program, and

there is no guarantee that the composition of reporting categories,

and hence estimated costs at completion, associated with one report

will be consistent with those of another.

No attempt was made in the experimntal case to develop procedures

for handling multiple files. However, the problem is recognized as

being important for both current program reporting and the developmnt

of coat histories and should be investigated an one of the next steps

in developing a magnetic tape reporting system.

At this time it is difficult to estimate the costs involved in

implementing a tape reporting system or to compare its costs with those

of current hard-copy system. The experimental program was intended

only to determine the feasibility of magnetic tape reporting, and the

*
There is little to distinguish interdivisional work 8uhoriza-

tions from subcontracting in this respect. Both my present similar
data processing problem since different divisions of the same firm
may employ different accounting system.
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approach adopted was tailored toward this single end. The procurement

program was selected !o avoid extraneous problems arising from unusual

technical or accounting problems. Although the exercise was incomplete

in the sense that subcontractor data and estimates at completion were

not incorporated, other processing steps were required that would not

be performed in actually implementing the system. The total effort,

including study of the contractor's accounting system, development of

the Task Structure, all file processing, and printing of the reports

shown in the appendix, required approximately 6 man-months. Considering

that a large portion of this effort needs to be performed only once

during the life-cycle of a procurement program, magnetic tape reporting

system, at the very least, appear to be competitive with current hard-

copy systems in term of cost.
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IV CONCLUSIONS

From the investigations to date, there appears to be no reason to

question the conceptual soundness of using contractors' magnetic tape

for reporting ccit data. In addition, a magnetic tap- reporting system

seems to avoid soae serious problem found in hard-copy reporting sys-

tems, such as inconsistent reporting and inflexible reports.

The mechanics of Implementation seem to be straightforward, although

problems rooted in ieiosyncrasies of different contractor accounting

systems and procurement programs can be expected to arise. However,

problems of this type are also present, although not always apparent,

in paper reporting systems.

Considerable work remains to be done, however, prior to any large-

scale implementation of the system. Furthe" study of processing tape

records and es!'mates at program completion should be conducted and

both the program management and historical documencation aspects of the

system should be tested in an operaticnal environment. Instituting

tape reporting as a requirement of a new procurement ptoram, on au ex-

perimental basis, would provide insights 1ILo its potential that could

not be obtained in any other manner. This would also provide an excel-

lent opportunity for investigating alternative organizations for the

data maintenance and processing function.

Tn general, a reporting system baed on magnetic tape records of

cost data offers so many distinct and valuable advantabes over hard-

copy reporting system that subptantial, empirical research of its

feasibility and cost aspects should be undertaken. The accuracy, com-

parability, and easy availability of the data to cost anlysts involved

in long-range wapon acquisition studies, alone, could revult in sub-

stantial savings.
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APPENDIX

The four example cost reports shown below were printed by the

report generating program developed for this project. The program

has the capability for printing both titles and explanatory footnotes.

Table 4 is an expansion of the program stuary displayed in Fig. 5.

The tasks (columns) identified in Table 4 are shred-outs of those

shown in Fig. 5.

Table 5 shows the subsyitem breakout of flight hardware design

and development and in-plant test (columns 1 and 2 of Table 4). It

is noteworthy that only 25 percent of the cost of design and develop-

ment is charged to identifiable subsystems while the remaining 75

percent is charged to the categories "integrated system" and "subsystem

common." Certainly there are design tasks that can be identified only

with the vehicle as a whole or with more than one subsystem, but it is

questionzLble that such a large proportion should fall in this category.

The program's work order document contains several entries describing

this type of effort in addition to work orders identifying design ef-

fort by individual subsystem. It is difficult to escape the conclu-

sion that a careful review of design and development expenditures

would permit identification of a higher proportion of charges with

individual subsystems.

Table 6 displays the production costs of operational flight hard-

ware and major test articles (included under "test parts/simulators/mock-
ips" in Table 4) by model and production lot. Tooling costs and a

sizable portion of quality control are charged as a common expense to

groups of production lots. The data displayed are not sufficient for

developing progress curves. At the time the job-order file was ob-

tained, the program was still in its acquisition phase, and production

had not been completed on the later lots of either model. Further

production of the two models proceeded concurrently and supplementary

milestone schedule information would be required to determine a true

production sequence. Table 7 contains the subsystem detail of one lot

group displayed in Table 6.
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